
        

8bis

Nontrivial fundamental groups

“One of the advantages of the category of nilpotent
spaces over that of simply-connected spaces is that it
is closed under certain constructions.”

E. Dror-Farjoun

The category of simply-connected spaces is blessed with certain features
that make homotopy theory tractable. In the first place, there is the White-
head Theorem (Theorem 4.5) that tells us when a mapping of spaces of the
homotopy type of CW-complexes is a homotopy equivalence—the necessary
condition that themapping induces an isomorphismof integral homologygroups
is also sufficient. Secondly, the Postnikov tower of a simply-connected space
is a tower of principal fibrations pulled back via the k-invariants of the space
(Theorem 8bis.37). This makes cohomological obstruction theory accessible,
if not computable ([Brown, E57], [Schön90], [Sergeraert94]). Furthermore,
the system of local coefficients that arises in the description of the E2-term of
the Leray-Serre spectral sequence is simple when the base space of a fibration
is simply-connected, and the cohomology Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence
converges strongly for a fibration pulled back from such a fibration.

A defect of the category of simply-connected spaces is the fact that certain
constructions do not stay in the category. The dishearteningly simple example
is the based loop space functor—if (X,x0) is simply-connected,!(X,x0) need
not be. Furthermore, the graded group-valued functor, the homotopy groups of a
space, does not always distinguish distinct homotopy types of spaces that are not
simply-connected. A classic example is the pair of spacesX1 = P 2m ! S2n

and X2 = S2m ! P 2n; the homotopy groups in each degree k are abstractly
isomorphic, !k(X1) "= !k(X2). If we had principal Postnikov towers, we could
use the abstract isomorphisms to try to build a weak homotopy equivalence.
However, the cohomology rings over 2 “know” that X1 is not homotopy
equivalent to X2.

In this chapter we introduce the larger category of nilpotent spaces. These
spaces enjoy someof thebest homotopy-theoretic properties of simply-connected
spaces, like a Whitehead theorem ([Dror71]) and reasonable Postnikov towers.
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Furthermore, this category is closed under many constructions such as the for-
mation of function spaces. Group-theoretic functors, like localization and com-
pletion, have topological extensions in this category. A subtler result related
to nilpotent spaces is due to [Dwyer74] who showed that the Eilenberg-Moore
spectral sequence for the fibre of a fibration converges strongly if and only if
the action of !1(B) on Hi(F ;A) is nilpotent for all i # 0 (Theorem 8bis.29).

In §8bis.1, we discuss the various actions of a nontrivial fundamental group.
The action of a group on a module leads to a right exact functor, the coinvariants
of the group action, whose left-derived functors are the homology groups of a
group. This theory is developed briefly in §8bis.2 with an eye to its application
to nilpotent spaces. In particular, we construct the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre
spectral sequence associated to a group extension, and the Cartan-Leray spectral
sequence associated to a group acting freely and properly on a space.

With these tools in place we study the category of nilpotent groups and
spaces in §8bis.3. Wefirst prove thegeneralizedWhiteheadTheoremof [Dror71].
We then discuss the Postnikov tower of a nilpotent space. This tower character-
izes such spaces and provides a tool for making new spaces such as the localiza-
tion of a space à la [Sullivan71]. Cosimplicialmethods offer a functorial route to
localization and we give a short survey of the foundational work of [Bousfield-
Kan72]. We also prove Dwyer’s convergence theorem for the Eilenberg-Moore
spectral sequence. The (co)simplicial constructions described here have proved
to be fundamental in homotopy theory. We end with a theorem of [Dror73] that,
for connected spaces, any homotopy type can be approximated up to homology
equivalence by a tower of nilpotent spaces.

§8bis.1 Actions of the fundamental group

We begin with a small digression. Let (G, e, µ) denote a topological group
with identity element e and write g · h for µ(g, h). It is an elementary fact that
!0(G) is a group with multiplication induced by µ. There is an action of
!0(G) on !n(G, e) defined as follows: If g $ [g] $ !0(G) is a point in a path
component of G and " : (Sn, e1) % (G, e) represents a class ["] in !n(G, e),
consider

g · " · g!1 : (Sn, e1) &% (G, e), defined by g · " · g!1(x) = g · "(x) · g!1.

When we vary the choice of g in [g] or the choice of representative for ["], we
get homotopic maps and so this recipe determines a pairing

!0(G) ! !n(G, e)
!n

&% !n(G, e), ([g], ["]) '% [g · " · g!1].

Since the multiplication on !0(G) is determined by [g] · [h] = [g · h], we have
#n([g] · [h], ["]) = #n([g], [h] · ["]). Furthermore, the addition on !n(G, e)
agrees with the operation induced by µ and so we have #n([g], ["] + [$]) =
#n([g], ["]) + #n([g], [$]). Thus !n(G, e) is a module over the group !0(G).
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When (X,x0) is a pointed space of the homotopy type of a countable CW-
complex, [Milnor56] showed how to replace the based loop space !(X,x0)
with a topological group. In this case we write #̄Xn = #n!1 : !0(!(X,x0)) !
!n!1(!(X,x0)) % !n!1(!(X,x0)) and we have proved the following theo-
rem.

Theorem 8bis.1. Given a connected, pointed space (X,x0), for each n # 1,
!n(X,x0) is a module over !1(X,x0) via the pairing

#̄n : !1(X,x0) ! !n(X,x0) &% !n(X,x0).

Furthermore, when n = 1, !1(X,x0) acts on itself by conjugation, that is,
#̄1([%], [&]) = [%] · [&] · [%]!1 = [% ( & ( %!1] where ( denotes composition of
paths.

In our discussion of the failure of the homotopy groups to distinguish the
pair of spaces P 2m ! S2n and S2m ! P 2n, we only used the observation
that, for all k, !k( P 2m ! S2n) "= !k( P 2n ! S2m), as groups. They differ
as !1-modules. It is a consequence of the interpretation of the action of the
fundamental group as deck transformations that !1 = /2 acts nontrivially
on the factor in !2m( P 2m !S2n) and !2n( P 2n !S2m) coming from the
projective space. Since these factors of as nontrivial /2 -modules occur
in different dimensions, the spaces could not be homotopy equivalent, and the
homotopy groups, considered as graded !1-modules, distinguish the spaces as
different.

The fundamental group acts on other groups when we have a fibration
F '% E

p
&% B with connected fibre F . Consider the long exact sequence of

homotopy groups:

· · ·
"

&% !n(F, e)
i!

&% !n(E, e)
p!

&% !n(B, p(e))
"

&% !n!1(F, e)
i!

&% · · · .

We can induce an action of ! = !1(E, e) on !n(B, p(e)) via the composite

#E,B
n : ! ! !n(B, p(e))

p!"1
&&&% !1(B, p(e)) ! !n(B, p(e))

!̄B
n

&&% !n(B, p(e)).

Thus we can view !n(B, p(e)) as a !1(E, e)-module and the mapping p# as a
module homomorphism. In fact, more is true.

Proposition 8bis.2. When F '% E
p

&% B is a fibration of connected spaces, the
long exact sequence on homotopy is a long exact sequence of !1(E, e)-modules
and module homomorphisms.

Proof: We first construct the action of ! = !1(E, e) on !n(F, e) here
taken to be !n!1(!F, ce). Let " : (Sn!1,(e1) % (!F, ce) represent ["] $
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!n!1(!F, ce) and % $ [%] $ !1(E, e). The action of ! on !n!1(!E, ce)
associates to [%] and [i ) "] the class [$] = #En!1([%], [i ) "]), where $((u) =
% ( i ) "((u) ( %!1. The mapping !p : !E % !B takes $ to

p)$( ) = (p)%)((p) i)"( ))((p)%)!1 = (p)%)(cp(e) ((p)%)!1 * cp(e).

Leth : I!I % B denote a pointed homotopy between p)$ and cp(e). Construct
the homotopy H : Sn!1 ! I % !B given by H((u, t)(r) = h(r, t). Thus
H((u, 0)(r) = (p ) %) ( cp(e) ( (p ) %)!1(r) andH((u, 1)(r) = p(e). Consider
the homotopy lifting problem posed by the diagram:

Sn!1 ! {0} # (!E, ce)

!p

Sn!1 ! I
H

Ĥ

(!B, cp(e)).

Since !p is a fibration, there is a lifting Ĥ : Sn!1 ! I % (!E, ce) with
Ĥ((u, 0)(r) = $((u)(r). Because p ) Ĥ = H , the mapping $$((u)(r) =
Ĥ((u, 1)(r) determines a loop in F . We define the action of ! on !n!1(!F, ce)
to be the rule that associates [$$] to [%] $ ! and ["] $ !n!1(!F, ce). By
the properties of fibrations this is well-defined and gives a module action. We
denote this action by #E,F

n : !1(E, e) ! !n!1(!F, ce) &% !n!1(!F, ce).
Notice that i ) $$ * $. Because the class [$] represents #En!1([%], [i )"]),

we have that i#(#E,F
n!1([%], ["]) = #En!1([%], i#(["])) and the homomorphism

i# : !n!1(!F, ce) % !n!1(!E, ce) is a homomorphism of !-modules. Fur-
thermore, if [%] = i#([%$]) for [%$] $ !1(F, e), then i#(#Fn!1([%$], ["])) =
#En!1(i#([%$]), i#(["])).

Finally, we consider the transgression ) : !n(B, p(e)) % !n!1(F, e). It
is best here to substitute a geometric mapping for ). Consider the pullback
diagram:

!B j
Eev1,p

q

PB

ev1

E p B.
Here ev1 : PB % B is the path-loop fibration. Because PB is contractible,
Eev1,p has the homotopy type ofF and j# = ). The spaceEev1,p is the subspace
ofE!PB given by {(y,&) | y $ E,& : I % B, such that &(0) = p(e),&(1) =
p(y)}. The mapping j : !B % Eev1,p is given by j(*) = (e, *). The action of
a loop % $ [%] $ ! may be expressed at this level as (e, *) '% (e, (p ) %) ( * (
(p ) %)!1). In the definition of the action of ! on !n(!B, cp(e)), the mapping
j# takes the class #Bn ([%], ["]) to #̄F,E

n!1([%], j#(["])) after the identification of
the fibre with Eev1,p. Thus j# = ) is a !-homomorphism.
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After all the relevant identifications are made, we have shown that the long
exact sequence

· · · % !n(F, e)
i!

&% !n(E, e)
p!

&% !n(B, p(e))
"

&% !n!1(F, e) % · · ·

is an exact sequence of !-modules and !-module homomorphisms. +,

In certain cases the !1-action is trivial, even for !1 a nontrivial group. For
example, if X is an H-space, we have the following result of [Serre51].

Corollary 8bis.3. If (X,µ, e) is an H-space, then the action #̄Xn of !1(X, e) on
!n(X, e) is trivial for all n.

Proof: Let % $ [%] $ !1(X, e). If " : (Sn!1, e1) % (!X, ce) represents a
class in !n(X, e), then consider the homotopyH : Sn!1 !I % (!X, ce) given
byH((u, t)(r) = µ((ce("((u)(ce)(r), h(r, t))whereh : I!I % X is a pointed
homotopy between ce and % ( ce ( %!1. From the definition H((u, 0)(r) =
µ((ce ("((u) ( ce)(r), e) * "((u)(r) andH((u, 1)(r) = (% ("((u) (%!1)(r). It
follows that #Xn!1([%], ["]) = ["]. +,

This result extends the fact that the fundamental group of an H-space is
abelian.

Another rich source of actions of the fundamental group is the notion of
bundles of groups (§5.3) over a space. For example, when F '% E % B is
a fibration, then !1(B, b0) acts on the homology of Fb0 , the fibre over b0. In
Chapters 5 and 6 the applications of the Leray-Serre spectral sequence involved
simple systems of local coefficients, that is, where !1(B, b0) acts trivially on
Hi(Fb0 ;R). When the bundle of groups is not simple, then the E2-term of the
spectral sequence need not be a product, even for field coefficients. In the next
proposition we give the first case of such a difference. The functor "2

$( ) on
!-modules defined in the proposition is the first of a family described fully in
Definition 8bis.17.

Proposition 8bis.4. SupposeG is a bundle of abelian groups over a pointed, path-
connected space (X,x0) andG0 = Gx0 . ThenH0(X;G) "= G0/"2

$G0, where
"2
$G0 is the subgroup of G0 generated by all elements of the form ["] · g & g

with ["] $ ! = !1(X,x0) and g $ G0.

Proof: Consider the mapping + : G0 % H0(X;G) given by g '% g - x0.
Suppose that " $ ["] $ !1(X,x0). Then we associate to g $ G0 and
" : (#1, )#1) % (X,x0) the element g - " in C1(X;G). The boundary
of g - " is given by the formula in §5.3:

)h(g - ") = h["!1](g) - "(1) & g - "(0) = (h["!1](g) & g) - x0.
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Since " and g were arbitrary, we see that + takes "2
$G0 to 0 and so induces a

homomorphism +̄ : G0/"2
$G0 % H0(X;G).

To show that +̄ is an isomorphism, we describe its inverse. Suppose u $
H0(X;G). We can write

u =
!n

i=1
gi - xi + B0(X;G).

Let &i : [0, 1] % X denote a path inX joining x0 to xi. Then we have the iso-
morphism h[&i] : Gxi &% G0 for each i. We define, : H0(X;G) % G0/"2

$G0

by
,

"!n

i=1
gi - xi + B0(X;G)

#
=

!n

i=1
h[&i](gi).

To see that , is well-defined, we notice that , takes boundaries to zero—let
h["!1](g) -"(1) & g -"(0) denote a generator ofB0(X;G). The homomor-
phism , applied to such an element gives h[$1](h["!1](g)) & h[$0](g) where
$i is a path in X starting at x0 and ending at "(i). There is a loop based at x0

given by $0 ( " ( $!1
1 and

h[$0 ( " ( $!1
1 ](h[$1](h["!1](g)) & h[$0](g))

= h[$0](g) & h[$0 ( " ( $!1
1 ](h[$0](g)),

which is an element of "2
$G0. Since "2

$G0 is closed under the action of
!1(X,x0), , takes B0(X;G) to zero.

We must account for the choices made in the construction of ,. If &i and
µi are paths joining x0 to xi, then we compare h[&i](gi) and h[µi](gi), the
images of gi - xi with respect to the different paths. The difference between
these values can be rewritten

h[&i](gi) & h[µi](gi) = h[µi ( &!1
i ]h[&i ( µ!1

i ](h[&i](gi) & h[µi](gi))
= h[µi ( &!1

i ](h[&i ( µ!1
i ](h[&i](gi)) & h[&i](gi)),

which is an element in "2
$G0. Thus , is well-defined and the inverse of +̄. +,

By Theorem 5.1, it follows for an arbitrary fibration with path-connected
base and connectedfibre,F '% E % B, that the associatedLeray-Serre spectral
sequence hasE2

0,#
"= H#(F ; k)/"2

$H#(F ; k) as the leftmost column of theE2-
term. Though this seems to put us in murkier waters, we can still see our way
to deep results in homotopy theory by studying abstractly the action of groups
on abelian groups.

§8bis.2 Homology of groups

If ! denotes a group and M a module over a ring R, then we say that
! acts on M , or M is a !-module, if there is a homomorphism - : ! &%
AutR(M), where AutR(M) is the group of R-linear isomorphisms of M to
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itself. More generally, ! acts on a groupG if there is a homomorphism - : ! %
Aut(G). To study modules over a group ! we introduce the homology of
groups, a homological functor analogous to Tor. The homology groups of a
group!with coefficients in a!-moduleM satisfy the axioms for the left-derived
functors ([Cartan-Eilenberg56]) of the functor that associates to a !-moduleM
its coinvariants,

( )$ : M '% M$ = M/"2
$M.

Here "2
$M is the submodule ofM generated by elements of the form am&m

where a $ ! and m $ M . (More generally, if G is a nonabelian group acted
on by !, let "2

$G be the normal subgroup generated by elements of the form
(ag)g!1.) Since b(am&m) = (bab!1)bm&bm,"2

$M is a!-module. Thus a!-
equivariant module homomorphism induces a homomorphism on coinvariants.
The induced action of ! on M$ is trivial. In fact, M$ may be characterized
as the largest quotient of M on which ! acts trivially. By ‘largest’ quotient
we mean that, if M/M $ is another quotient of M by a !-submodule M $ and
! acts trivially on M/M $, then "2

$M . M $ and there is an epimorphism
M/"2

$M &%&%M/M $.
To see that the functor ( )$ is right exact, we give another expression for

M$ whenM is a !-module.

Lemma 8bis.5.Let denote the ring of integers, taken as a trivial right!-module.
IfM is a !-module, thenM$

"= - $M , where ! denotes the integral group
ring of !.

Proof: Recall that - $ M is defined as the cokernel in the sequence

- ! - M
%%1!1%&

&&&&&&% - M &% - $ M % 0,

where+ : - ! % is the trivial right action of! on , and, : !-M % M
is the left action of ! onM . In this case,- = - and so the sequence becomes

! - M
'

&% M &% - $ M % 0,

where .(a - m) = m & am. Thus - $ M = M/ im . = M/"2
$M . +,

The lemma implies that ( )$ is a right exact functor since - $ ( ) is
right exact.

Definition 8bis.6. The homology of a group ! with coefficients in a (left) !-
moduleM is defined by

Hi(!,M) = Tor $
i ( ,M).

We write Hi(!) for Hi(!, ) when is the trivial left !-module.
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To compute group homology we introduce a convenient functorial resolu-
tion. Let n denote the free abelian group on (n + 1)-tuples of elements of !.
Then n is a right !-module with the !-diagonal action

(x0, . . . , xn)a = (x0a, . . . , xna).

As a !-module, n is free on those (n+ 1)-tuples with last entry 1. Consider
the complex

· · · &% n

"
&% n!1

"
&% · · ·

"
&% 2

"
&% 1

"
&% !

(
&% % 0

where ) =
$

i(&1)id̄i and d̄i(x0, . . . , xn) = (x0, . . . , %xi, . . . , xn); / is the
usual group ring augmentation given by / (

$
i niai) =

$
i ni. This complex

is exact since there is the contracting homotopy defined by s(x0, . . . , xn) =
(1, x0, . . . , xn) and s(1) = 1. To make the free !-module structure evident,
we introduce the bar notation for generators over !: For n = 0, [ ] = 1, and
for n > 0,

[x1 | · · · | xn] = (x1x2 · · ·xn, x2x3 · · ·xn, . . . , xn!1xn, xn, 1) $ n.

The differential ) can be rewritten as ) =
$

i(&1)idi where

di([x1 | · · · | xn]) =

&
'(

')

[x2 | · · · | xn], for i = 0,
[x1 | · · · | xi!1 | xixi+1 | · · · | xn], for 0 < i < n,
[x1 | · · · | xn!1]xn, for i = n.

This is the familiar bar construction on ! that gives a functorial free right
!-module resolution of the trivial module .
Although it is large, the bar construction can still be used to prove structure

results.

Proposition 8bis.7. If ! is a finite group of order |!| andM is a !-module, then
every element of Hi(!,M) for i > 0 has order a divisor of |!|.

Proof: Consider the !-module homomorphism , s : n % n+1, given on
generators by s([x1 | · · · | xn]) =

!
y $ ![y | x1 | · · · | xn]. We show that

) ) s + s ) ) = |!| id:

) ) s([x1 | · · · | xn]) = )
"!

y&$
[y | x1 | · · · | xn]

#

=
!

y&$

!
i
(&1)idi([y | x1 | · · · | xn])

= |!|[x1 | · · · | xn] &
!

y&$

*
[yx1 | · · · | xn] & [y | x1x2 | x3 | · · · | xn]

+ · · · + (&1)i+1[y | x1 | · · · | xixi+1 | · · · | xn]

+ · · · + (&1)n+1[y | x1 | · · · | xn!1]xn

+

= |!|[x1 | · · · | xn] & s ) )([x1 | · · · | xn]).
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We have used the fact that
$
y&$

[yx1 | x2 | · · · | xn] =
$
y&$

[y | x2 | · · · | xn]. If
$

j [x1j | · · · | xnj ] - mj represents a homology class in Hn(!,M), then

) ) s
"!

j
[x1j | · · · | xnj ] - mj

#
= |!|

!
j
[x1j | · · · | xnj ] - mj

and so |!| times any homology class in Hn(!,M) is zero. +,

Particular groupsmay have smaller resolutions. For! = /m , the cyclic
group of order m, there is a very small resolution:Let t denote a generator of
!, thought of as a multiplicative group. LetWi denote the free !-module on
a single generator wi. There is an acyclic complex

· · · &% W2n

N
&% W2n!1

T
&% · · ·

T
&% W2

N
&% W1

T
&% W0

(
&% % 0

whereT (w2n!1) = tw2n!2&w2n!2 (trace), andN(w2n) = w2n!1+tw2n!1+
· · · + tm!1w2n!1 (norm). This resolution allows us to compute Hi( /m )
immediately from the complexW• - $ which takes the form

· · ·
"m

&&%
0

&%
"m

&&%
0

&%
"m

&&% .

Thus H2i+1( /m ) = {0} and H2i( /m ) = /m for all i # 0.
We close this discussion with a useful lemma.

Lemma 8bis.8. If M is a free left !-module, then Hi(!,M) = {0} for i > 0
andH0(!,M) = M$ . IfM is a trivial left !-module that is free over , then
Hi(!,M) "= Hi(!) - M .

Proof: The assertion about a free module follows simply from the properties
of Tor $

# ( ,M). For trivial modules we can write • - $ M = ( •)$ - M
and the result follows. +,

The Cartan-Leray spectral sequence

Suppose (X,x0) is a connected, pointed space on which a group ! acts
freely and properly, that is,
(1) for all x $ X , the subgroup Gx = {g $ G | gx = x} is trivial;
(2) every point x $ X has a neighborhood U such that gU / U = 0 for all

g $ !, g 1= 1.
For example, if (X,x0) is a connected, locally simply-connected space, then the
fundamental group, ! = !1(X,x0) acts freely and properly on X̃ , the universal
covering space of X .

Suppose ! acts freely and properly on X . For any abelian group G, it is
a classical result that C#(X/!;G) "= C#(X;G)$ , where C#( ;G) denotes the
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singular chains with coefficients in G and C#(X;G) is a !-module by viewing
each a $ ! as a mapping a : X % X . Moreover, Ci(X) = Ci(X; ) is a free
!-module for all i.
Let F• &% &% 0 denote a free, right, !-module resolution of as a

trivial !-module. Consider the double complex C•,# given by

Cp,q = Fp - $ Cq(X), )F - 1 + (&1)q1 - )X .

When we filter C•,# row-wise, we get E0
#,p = F• - $ Cp(X), d0 = )F - 1,

which is the complex computing H#(!, Cp(X)). However, Cp(X) is a free
!-module and so the E1-term is concentrated in the 0-column where we
find H0(!, Cp(X)) = Cp(X)$ = Cp(X/!). By the appropriate version of
Theorem 2.15, d1 = 1 -$ )X = )X/$ and so the spectral sequence collapses
at E2 to H#(X/!).

When we filter by C•,# column-wise, we get E0
p,# = Fp - $ C#(X),

d0 = 1 - )X . Viewing Fp as an extended module of the form Fp = Ap - !
with Ap a free abelian group, we get the identification

Fp - $ C#(X) = Ap - C#(X)

and soE1
p,# = Ap -H#(X) = Fp - $H#(X). This is the complex computing

H#(!, H#(X)) and sowe have proved the following result of [Cartan-Leray49].

Theorem 8bis.9 (the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence). IfX is a connected space
on which the group ! acts freely and properly, then there is a spectral sequence
of first quadrant, homological type, with

E2
p,q

"= Hp(!, Hq(X))

and converging strongly to H#(X/!).

More generally, we can use homologywith coefficients in an abelian group
G taken as a trivial !-module. For the case of the fundamental group acting on
the universal cover, the spectral sequence has E2

p,q
"= Hp(!, Hq(X̃)), where

! = !1(X,x0) and converges toH#(X). From this spectral sequence we prove
a theorem that relates the fundamental group and its homology groups to the
higher homology and homotopy groups of a space. The case of n = 1 was first
proved by [Hopf42] using other methods. This paper launched the study of the
homology and cohomology of groups.

Theorem 8bis.10. Suppose (X,x0) is a connected, locally simply-connected
spacewhoseuniversal covering space X̃ isn-connected. Let! denote!1(X,x0).
Then there are isomorphisms Hi(X) "= Hi(!) for 1 2 i 2 n, and an exact
sequence

Hn+2(X) &% Hn+2(!) &% (Hn+1(X̃))$ &% Hn+1(X) &% Hn+1(!) &% 0.
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Proof: Since Hi(X̃) = {0} for 1 2 i 2 n, we have a big hole in the
Cartan-Leray spectral sequence converging to H#(X). The theorem follows
from interpreting the lowest degree information. The isomorphisms Hi(X) =
Hi(X̃/!) "= Hi(!) for 1 2 i 2 n follow because there are no differentials
involved. The first place there is a possible differential is dn+1 : E2

n+2,0 %
E2

0,n+1. This leads to the following short exact sequences:

Hn+2(X) &% E'
n+2,0 &% 0

0 &% E'
n+2,0 &% Hn+2(!)

dn+1

&&&% (Hn+1(X̃))$ &% E'
0,n+1 &% 0

0 &% E'
0,n+1 &% Hn+1(X) &% E'

n+1,0 &% 0.

Splicing these sequences together (as inExample5.D) and substitutingHn+1(!)
for E2

n+1,0 = E'
n+1,0 we get the desired exact sequence. +,

Since !i(X) "= !i(X̃) for i # 2, we can substitute !n+1(X) for the
term in the middle of the exact sequence of Theorem 8bis.10 by the Hurewicz
theorem. There is a natural epimorphism of a !-module onto its coinvariants,
so we can truncate the short exact sequence to obtain another exact sequence

!n+1(X) &% Hn+1(X) &% Hn+1(!) &% 0.

When n = 1, there is no restriction on X except that it have a universal
covering space. We conclude from the theorem that H1(X) "= H1(!) and so
H1(!) "= !/[!,!] follows from Poincaré’s classical isomorphism. We also get
the short exact sequence of Hopf:

!2(X) &% H2(X) &% H2(!) &% 0.

For an aspherical space, that is, a space X whose universal cover has
trivial higher homotopy groups, the integral homology ofX is determined by its
fundamental group,Hi(X) "= Hi(!1(X,x0)) for all i. Examples of aspherical
spaces are the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spacesK(!, 1). The study of the homology
of groups was one of the motivations for [Eilenberg-Mac Lane53] to introduce
the spacesK(!, n). [Kan-Thurston76] reversed the process of studying groups
using spaces by showing that for any pointed, connected space (X,x0) there
is a group GX and a mapping tX : K(GX, 1) % X that induces an integral
homology isomorphism.

Using the same filtration that leads to the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence,
we can investigate systems of local coefficients further. In particular, for X a
connected space and G a system of groups onX , we restrict our attention to the
reduced homology. Consider the group of the reduced chains C̃q(X;G) given
by sums of expressions g-uwhere u : (#q, (#q)(0)) % (X,x0) and g $ Gx0 ,
where the singular simplex u sends all its vertices to the basepoint x0, and g
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lies in the group over the basepoint. By the properties of homology groups with
coefficients, the study of Hq(X;G) may be carried out using C̃#(X;G). We
quote here a result of [Eilenberg47] and refer the reader to [Whitehead, GW78,
VI.3] for a proof.

Theorem 8bis.11. If (X,x0) is a pointed, path-connected space and G a bundle
of groups overX , thenHq(X;G) is isomorphic to the homology of the complex
G0-$C#(X̃)whereG0 = Gx0 ,! = !1(X,x0) and X̃ is the universal covering
space of X together with its action of !.

The proof follows by a direct comparison. We note a useful corollary.
Since X̃ is one-connected, the complex C#(X̃) up to degree two is acyclic and
free over !. Thus we could use this complex as part of a free resolution of
over ! and so identify H1(X;G) with H1(!1(X);G0). This extends Propo-
sition 8bis.4 and the identification of homology groups with local coefficients
to include q = 1. The homology of the complex G0 -$ C#(X̃) was termed
the equivariant homology of X by [Eilenberg47] and it represents one of the
basic functors in the study of equivariant homotopy theory.

The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence

The Leray-Serre spectral sequence expresses the relation between the total
space of a fibration and its base and fibre. In the realm of groups, a “fibration”
is an extension of the form

1 % H &% ! &% Q % 1,

where H is normal in ! and Q "= !/H . The “total space” ! is the extension
of the “base” Q and “fibre” H . There is a corresponding spectral sequence
relating the homology of a group to a normal subgroup and associated quotient.

To describe the spectral sequence we observe that the quotient group Q

acts on the homology of H . Let F•
(

&% % 0 be a free right !-module
resolution of . Then it is also a free right H-module resolution. If M is
a left !-module, it likewise is a left H-module by restriction. If g $ !, then
define (g)# : F• - H M % F• - H M by (g)#(x - m) = xg!1 - gm. It
follows formally that (g)# commutes with the differential on F• - H M and
so (g)# induces a homomorphism (g)# : H#(H,M) % H#(H,M). From the
definition of the tensor product over H , (h)# = id for all h $ H and so
this action of ! on H#(H,M) induces an action of !/H on H#(H,M). With
this bit of structure in place we construct a spectral sequence associated to an
extension of groups.
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Theorem 8bis.12 (the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence). Let 1 %
H &% ! &% Q % 1 be a group extension. Suppose M is a module over !.
Then there is a first quadrant spectral sequence with

E2
p,q

"= Hp(Q,Hq(H,M)),

and converging strongly to H#(!,M).

Proof: We begin with some elementary algebraic observations. When we
take the coinvariants of a !-moduleM with respect to the action ofH , we make
the action ofH trivial onMH . Thus !/H acts onMH by gH · (m+"2

HM) =
gm+"2

HM , where"2
HM is the submodule ofM generated by elementshm&m

for h $ H andm $ M .
We next consider the coinvariants of MH via the Q = !/H action and

prove the following formula:

(MH)Q "= M$.

This follows from the relation Q - $ M "= MH by using the isomorphism
- $ M "= - Q Q - $ M .
Consider the mapping + : MH % Q- $M given bym '% 1-m. Since

1 - m = 1 - h!1hm = 1 · h - hm = 1 - hm, we see that + is defined on
MH . An inverse to + is the mapping , : gH - m '% gm + "2

HM . That , is
well-defined follows from the fact thatMH is a Q-module.

We put these elementary observations to work and suppose that F• &%
% 0 is a free, right, !-module resolution of . Consider the complex

computing H#(!,M), that is, F• - $ M . Since F• - M is a !-module by
the diagonal action (g · (x-m) = xg!1 - gm), it is a simple exercise to show
that

(F• - M)$ "= F• - $ M,

and so F• - $ M "= ((F• - M)H)Q.
We also have thatH(F• - H M) = H#(H,M). We want to compute the

coinvariants of the action of Q on these homology groups. Let F̃• &% % 0
be a free right Q-module resolution of . Form the double complex

C•# = F̃• - Q (F# - M)H ,

where Q acts on (F# - M)H by the diagonal action. When we filter column-
wise, we get the complex (F̃• - Q (Fq - H M), d- 1). However, treating Fq

as an extended !-module (on the left via the antiautomorphism g '% g!1 on
!), we can write Fq = ! - Aq for some free -module Aq. It follows that

Fq - H M = - H (Fq -M) = - H ( !-Aq -M) = Q-Aq -M,
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because ( !)H = Q. Thus we have E0
•,q

"= F̃• - Q Q - Aq - M and so
E1

p,q
"= Hp(Q, (Fq - H M)) = {0} if p > 0 and if p = 0 E1

0,q is isomorphic
to (Fq - H M)Q = (Fq - $ M). Thus E2

0,# = H#(!,M), and the double
complex has total homology given by H#(!,M).

When we filter row-wise, we have E0
p,# = F̃p - Q (F# - H M) and

d0 = 1 - d. We argue similarly and write F̃p as an extended right Q-
module, Ãp - Q, to get E0

p,#
"= Ãp - (F# - H M), d0 = 1 - d and so

E1
p,#

"= Ãp - H#(H,M) "= F̃p - Q H#(H,M) and d1 = d - 1. Thus

E2
p,q

"= Hp(Q,Hq(H,M)). +,

The first calculations of some of the relations implied by this spectral se-
quence appeared in Chicago Ph.D. thesis of [Lyndon48] without the benefit of
the structure made apparent in the work of [Leray46]. The cohomology version
of the spectral sequence of Theorem 8bis.12 first appeared in the Comptes Ren-
dues note of [Serre50’]. [Hochschild-Serre53] introduced the spectral sequence
of Theorem 8bis.12 along with a formalism that allowed analogous construc-
tions for Lie algebras. Their work was based on a different filtration on the
cochain complex whose homology gives the cohomology of a group. Another
point of view that gives rise to this spectral sequence is due to [Grothendieck57].
The composition of functors spectral sequence (see Chapter 11) for the com-
position of the coinvariants of theH action followed by the coinvariants of the
!/H action gives another construction of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence. The fact that these alternative constructions give isomorphic spectral
sequences from the E2-term is due to [Beyl81].

A simple example of the use of the spectral sequence is the case of the
extension associated to a Sylow p-subgroup when it is normal in a finite group.

Proposition 8bis.13. Suppose ! is a finite group and P is a normal Sylow p-
subgroup. Then

Hi(!, p) "= Hi(P, p)Q,

where ! acts on p trivially and Q = !/P .

Proof: The spectral sequence associated to the extension 1 % P % ! %
Q % 1 has E2-term given by E2

p,q
"= Hp(Q,Hq(P, p)). Since the order of

Q is relatively prime to p and p times any element in Hq(P, p) is zero, we
conclude from Proposition 8bis.7 that E2

p,q
"= {0} for p > 0. Thus the spectral

sequence collapses to a single column given by E2
0,q

"= Hq(P, p)Q and the
result follows. +,

We next consider the “lower left-hand corner” of the spectral sequence.
Theorems 8bis.14 and 8bis.16 were first obtained by [Stallings65] and [Stamm-
bach66].
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Theorem 8bis.14. To an extension of groups 1 % H &% ! &% Q % 1, there is
an exact sequence

H2(!) &% H2(Q) &% H/[!, H] &% H1(!) &% H1(Q) % 0.

Proof: This is simply the five-term exact sequence from splicing together the
differential d2 with the associated graded filtration forH1(!) (Example I.1) as
in the diagram:

H2(!) 0

0 E'
2,0 E2

2,0
d2

E2
0,1 E'

0,1 0

0 H2(Q) (H1(H))Q H1(!)

E'
1,0 H1(Q)

0

To complete the proof wemake the identification (H1(H))Q "= H/[!, H].
Recall that H1(H) = H/[H,H] and that Q acts on this group by conjugation.
The conjugation action of ! on itself has coinvariants !/[!,!] = H1(!) and
it is the residue of this action that remains as Q acts on H1(H). The Q-
coinvariants of the conjugation action onH/[H,H] are given byH/[!, H] and
so the theorem is proved. +,

To extend this theorem further we recall the lower central series of a
group—a version of this series will play an important role in the study of
nilpotent groups and spaces.

Definition 8bis.15. Let ! denote a group. The lower central series of ! is the
family of subgroups defined inductively,

· · · . "r! . "r!1! . · · · . "2! . !
"2! = [!,!], "r! = [!,"r!1!].

To the lower central series of ! we associate the completion of !:

%! = lim
(r
!/"r!.

We can extend the lower central series to higher ordinals by letting ")! =
[!,"#!] when " = $ + 1 and ")! =

,
#<) "

#! when " is a limit ordinal.
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Theorem 8bis.16. Suppose + : ! &% !$ is a homomorphism of groups that in-
duces an isomorphism H1(+) : H1(!) % H1(!$) and a surjection H2(+) :
H2(!) &%&%H2(!$). Then the induced mapping +̄ : !/"r! % !$/"r!$ is an
isomorphism for all positive integers r. Furthermore,+ induces an isomorphism
of completions %+ : %! % %!$.

Proof: We work by induction. We let "1! = ! and "1!$ = !$, and so
the induction begins trivially. Next consider the extension 1 % "r! &% ! &%
!/"r! % 1 and similarly for !$. By Theorem 8bis.14 we have short exact
sequences

H2(!)

&!

H2(!/"r!)

&̃!

"r!/[!,"r!] H1(!)

&!

H1(!/"r!)

&̃!

0

H2(!$) H2(!$/"r!$) "r!$/[!$,"r!$] H1(!$) H1(!$/"r!$) 0

The induction hypothesis together with the Five-lemma implies that + induces
an isomorphism "r!/[!,"r!] &% "r!$/[!$,"r!$]. Furthermore, by definition,
"r!/[!,"r!] = "r!/"r+1!, and so there is a short exact sequence

1 % "r!/"r+1! &% !/"r+1! &% !/"r! % 1

and similarly for !$. The homomorphism + induces a morphism of short ex-
act sequences and the Five-lemma implies that + induces an isomorphism of
!/"r+1! with !$/"r+1!$. +,

Applications of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence abound.
We refer the reader to the book-length treatments of the cohomology of groups
by [Brown,K82], [Evens93], [Weibel94], [Thomas86], [Benson91], and [Adem-
Milgram94] for more of the algebraic details, applications, and structure of this
spectral sequence. [Huebschmann81, 91] has studied the differentials in the
cohomology Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence and made successful
use of this information to compute the cohomology of some important classes
of groups. Some of the exercises at the end of the chapter expose the algebraic
possibilities afforded by this tool.

§8bis.3 Nilpotent spaces and groups
When a group fails to be abelian, the lower central series is a composition

series whose consecutive quotients are abelian. One direction to generalize the
category of abelian groups is to consider groups whose lower central series is
bounded in length. A group ! is said to be nilpotent of nilpotence class c if
c = max{r | "r! 1= {1}} is finite. Thus "c+k! = [!,"c+k!1!] = {1} for
k # 1.

If we view ! as a group on which ! acts by conjugation, then "2! = [!,!]
is the smallest normal subgroup for which the quotient has an induced trivial
action. We generalize this idea to the action of a group ! on a moduleM .
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Definition 8bis.17. The lower central series associated to the action of a group
! on a moduleM is the series of submodules

· · · . "r$M . "r!1
$ M . · · · . "2

$M . M

where "2
$M is the !-submodule of M generated by elements of the form

am&m for a $ ! andm $ M , and "r$M = "2
$("r!1

$ M). We say that ! acts
nilpotently onM of nilpotence class c if c = max{r | "r$M 1= {0}} is finite.

To a group or to a group action on a module, we associate various com-
pletion functors:

%! = lim
(r
!/"r!, -M = lim

(r
M/"r$M.

By the universal property of the inverse limit there are canonical homomor-
phisms i : ! % %! and i : M % -M . Define

"'! = ker(i : ! % %!) "'$ M = ker(i : M % -M)

"$'! = coker(i : ! % %!) "$'M = coker(i : M % -M).

By Lemma 3.10, "'$ M =
,

r "
r
$M .

Notice that, for a nilpotent group or nilpotent group action, i is an isomor-
phism and the functors "' and "$' vanish. Before turning to some examples,
we introduce one more functor. A submodule N of a !-module M is said to
!-perfect if "2

$N = N . If we take the family PM of all !-perfect submodules
ofM , then we can define

"M = submodule generated by the union of the family PM .

We leave it to the reader to show that "M is also !-perfect; "M is the max-
imal !-perfect submodule ofM as it contains all !-perfect submodules. By
construction, "M . "'$ M .

A nice example of a nonnilpotent group action is given by our example
!n(S2m ! P 2n). Here the generator of !1(S2m ! P 2n) = /2 acts on
by 1 '% &1. The lower central series for this action is seen to be

· · · . 2r . 2r!1 . · · · . 2 .

and so the action is nonnilpotent. The completion of is the group of 2-adic
integers, "'/2 = {0} = " . Notice that "$' is an uncountable group.

If M is a module over the group !, then we develop another expression
for the terms in the lower central series forM . Let I! denote the kernel of the
augmentation / : ! % , given by /(

$
g&$ ngg) =

$
g&$ ng .
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Lemma 8bis.18. "2
$M = I! ·M , that is, "2

$M is the submodule ofM generated
by expressions of the form xm with x $ I! andm $ M .

Proof: Since "2
$M is the submodule ofM generated by am&m with a $ !

andm $ M , we can write

am & m = (a & 1)m $ I! ·M.

Thus "2
$M . I! · M . To obtain the reverse inclusion, take any element

a =
$

g&$ ngg in ! and consider
$

g&$ ngg&
$

g&$ ng1. This is an element
in I!. For any elementm inM we can now write

"!
g&$

ng(g & 1)
#
·m =

!
g&$

ng(gm & m) $ "2
$M.

It remains to show that every element of I! has the form
$

g&$ ng(g & 1).
To see this, write a =

$
g&$ ngg = n11 +

$
g&$,g )=1 ngg. When a $ I!,$

g&$,g )=1 ng = &n1, and sowecanwritea =
$

g&$,g )=1 ngg&
$

g&$,g )=1 ng1.
Thus I! ·M . "2

$M . +,

Corollary 8bis.19. If 0 % K % M % Q % 0 is a short exact sequence of
!-modules and !-module homomorphisms, then M is a nilpotent !-module if
and only ifK and Q are.

We next introduce the topological category of interest.

Definition 8bis.20.A pointed connected CW-complex (X,x0) is said to be nilpo-
tent if !1(X,x0) is a nilpotent group that acts nilpotently on !n(X,x0) for all
n # 2.

The category of all nilpotent spaces together with continuous mappings
contains all simply-connected spaces, all H-spaces (Corollary 8bis.3), and the
Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces K(!, 1) for ! nilpotent. As we will soon see, this
category is also closed under certain constructions of importance in homotopy
theory.

There are spaces that are not nilpotent. Some general constructions are
possible: (1) closed surfaces of genus greater than one; (2) the wedge product
X 3 Y of any two non-simply connected spacesX and Y ; (3) ifX has funda-
mental group ! and there is an epimorphism ! % G with G finite and G acts
nontrivially on the rational homology of the covering space ofX corresponding
to the kernel of ! % G, then X is not nilpotent.

We begin our investigation of some of these constructions with a useful
analogue of Corollary 8bis.19.
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Proposition 8bis.21. If F '% E
p

&% B is a fibration with F connected and E
nilpotent, then F is nilpotent.

Proof: We can apply Lemma 8bis.18 inductively to show that "r$M =
(I!)r!1 · M . Suppose that the nilpotence class of !n(E) as a module over
! = !1(E) is c. Then "c+1

$ !n(E) = {0}, and so (I!)c · !n(E) = {0}.
Suppose that% $ !1(F ) and" $ !n(F ) for n # 2. Then% ·" = (i#%) ·"

in terms of the !1(E)-module structure on !n(F ). Suppose that % $ (I!)c.
Since i# is a !1(E)-module homomorphism, i#(% · ") = (i#%) · (i#") = 0.
Thus % · " = )$ for some $ $ !n+1(B). Suppose that . $ !1(F ). Then
i#. $ !1(E) and

)((i#. & 1) · $) = (i#. & 1)()$) = (i#. & 1)(% · ") = (. & 1)(% · ").

However, !1(E) acts on!n+1(B) via p#, and so (i#.&1)·$ = (p#i#.&1)·$ =
&$. Thus . · % · " = 0. This shows that (I!1(F ))c+1 · !n(F ) = {0} and so
the nilpotence class of !n(F ) over !1(F ) is less than or equal to c + 1.

When n = 1 the argument for !1(F ) acting on itself by conjugation is
similar and left to the reader. +,

We next present one of the first results on nilpotent spaces, due to [White-
head, GW54] in a paper in which the nilpotence class is related to the Lusternik-
Schnirelmann category (for the purposes of proving the Jacobi identity for the
Whitehead product!).

Theorem 8bis.22. Suppose (A, a0) is a finite, connected, pointed CW-complex
and (X,x0) is a connected, pointed CW-complex. Suppose f : (A, a0) %
(X,x0) is a fixed pointed map. In the compact-open topology, the space
mapf ((A, a0), (X,x0)) of pointed maps in the component of f is a nilpo-
tent space. Furthermore, if X is nilpotent, then the space of unpointed maps
mapf (A,X) is nilpotent.

Proof: We proceed by induction. We assume that A(0), the 0-skeleton of
A, consists of a single point, a0. Then the theorem is seen to be true for
mapf ((a0, a0), (X,x0)) and mapf (A(0), X).

Consider the cofibration
.k

i=1
Sn &% A(n) &% A(n+1) that determines the

addition of cells to the next skeleton. Apply the functor mapf (—, (X,x0)) to
obtain a fibration (see §4.3):

mapf ((A(n+1), a0), (X,x0)) % mapf |((A
(n), a0), (X,x0))

% mapf |((
.k

i=1
Sn, (), (X,x0)).

By induction, we assume that mapf |((A(n), a0), (X,x0)) is nilpotent. Propo-
sition 8bis.21 finishes the proof. +,
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A generalized Whitehead Theorem

When does a mapping f : X % Y of connected spaces that induces an
isomorphism of homology groups induce an isomorphism of homotopy groups
here taken as a family of !1-modules? An answer to this question would gen-
eralize the Whitehead theorem (Theorem 4.5) to non-simply connected spaces.
The functors introduced to study the action of a group on a module in fact give
the key to the answer. The following theorem of [Dror71] helped to establish
the category of nilpotent spaces as an appropriate category for homotopy theory.

Theorem 8bis.23 (the generalized Whitehead theorem). Let f : X % Y be a
map of connected pointed spaces such that H#(f) : H#(X) % H#(Y ) is an
isomorphism. Then !#(f) is also an isomorphism if, in addition, f satisfies the
three conditions:

(1) "'!#(f) : ker(!#(X) % /!#(X)) % ker(!#(Y ) % /!#(Y )) is an
epimorphism.

(2) "$'!#(f) : coker(!#(X) % /!#(X)) % coker(!#(Y ) % /!#(Y )) is a
monomorphism.

(3) "!#(f) : "!#(X) % "!#(Y ) is a monomorphism.

Theorem 8bis.23 fixes the role of the various limit functors. For example, if
X and Y are aspherical spaces and f : X % Y is a map for which "!#(f) is an
isomorphism, then f is a homotopy equivalence. When the functors"'$ ,"$$ and
" all vanish on !#(X), then the completion homomorphism !#(X) % /!#(X)
is an isomorphism and the spaceX is called !-complete. When a map between
!-complete spaces is a homology isomorphism, it induces an isomorphism of
homotopy groups. All nilpotent spaces are !-complete.

Corollary 8bis.24. IfX and Y are connected nilpotent spaces and f : X % Y is
a mapping that induces an isomorphism on integral homology, then f induces
an isomorphism of homotopy groups as graded modules over their fundamental
groups.

To prove the theorem we sneak up on it inductively. Let Sn denote the
collection of statements:

1n. !j(f) : !j(X) % !j(Y ) is an isomorphism of !1-modules for 0 2 j 2
n & 1.

2n. Hn(f) : Hn(X) % Hn(Y ) is an isomorphism and Hn+1(f) is an epi-
morphism.

3n. "'!n(f) : "'$1(X)!n(X) &% "'$1(Y )!n(Y ) is an epimorphism.
4n. "$'!n(f) : "$'!n(X) &% "$'!n(Y ) is a monomorphism.
5n. "!n(f) : "!n(X) &% "!n(Y ) is a monomorphism.
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The condition S1 holds by the assumptions of Theorem 8bis.23. We claim that
Sn implies that !n(f) is an isomorphism and hence that Sn+1 holds. Proving
this claim gives us the theorem. We first prove that, among Sn, the statements
1n and 2n imply that /!n(f) : /!n(X) % /!n(Y ) is an isomorphism. This
follows from two remarkable lemmas due to [Dror71], the first of which extends
Theorem 8bis.16.

Lemma 8bis.25. Suppose + : M % M $ is a homomorphism of modules over a
group !. If H0(+) : H0(!,M) % H0(!,M $) is an isomorphism and H1(+) :
H1(!,M) % H1(!,M $) is an epimorphism, then + induces an isomorphism
M/"r$M % M $/"r$M $ for all r # 1 and hence, an isomorphism %+ : -M % -M $

of completions.

Proof: To the short exact sequence of !-modules

0 % "2
$M % M % M/"2

$M % 0,

there is a long exact sequence of homology groups, ending with

H1(!,M) % H1(!,M/"2
$M) % H0(!,"2

$M)
% H0(!,M) % H0(!,M/"2

$M).

H0(!,M) = M/"2
$M , and, sinceM/"2

$M has a trivial !-action,

H0(!,M/"2
$M) "= H0(!) - M/"2

$M "= - M/"2
$M "= H0(!,M).

This shows that the last homomorphism in the exact sequence is the isomorphism
of coinvariantsM$ % (M$)$ . The interesting part of the long exact sequence
becomes H1(!,M) % H1(!,M/"2

$M) % H0(!,"2
$M) % 0.

Suppose H1(+) : H1(!,M) % H1(!,M $) is an epimorphism and that
+ induces an isomorphism + : M/"2

$M % M $/"2
$M

$. Then we have the
diagram

H1(!,M) H1(!,M/"2
$M)

"=

"2
$M/"2

$("2
$M) 0

H1(!,M $) H1(!,M $/"2
$M

$) "2
$M

$/"2
$("2

$M
$) 0.

The Five-lemma implies an isomorphism "2
$M/"3

$M % "2
$M

$/"3
$M

$. By
the same quotient argument as in the proof of Theorem 8bis.16, we see that
+ induces an isomorphism M/"3

$M % M $/"3
$M

$. The lemma follows by
applying the same argument inductively. +,
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Corollary 8bis.26. If+ : M % M $ is a !-module homomorphism,M andM $ are
nilpotent, and + induces an isomorphism H0(+) and an epimorphism H1(+),
thenM andM $ are isomorphic.

The next lemma provides another step in proving the generalized White-
head Theorem.

Lemma 8bis.27. SupposeX is a connected space andK(!n(X), n) '% PnX %
Pn!1X is the nth fibration in the Postnikov tower forX . Then there is an exact
sequence, functorial in X , given by

Hn+2(PnX) &% Hn+2(Pn!1X) &% H1(!1(X),!n(X)) &% Hn+1(PnX)
&% Hn+1(Pn!1X) &% (!n(X))$ &% Hn(X) &% Hn(Pn!1X) % 0

Proof: The Leray-Serre spectral sequence for this fibration hasE2-term given
byE2

p,q
"= Hp(Pn!1X;Hq(K(!n(X), n)), where the action of ! = !1(X) on

!n(X) determines the local coefficients. SinceHn+1(K(!n(X), n)) = {0} (a
consequence of Lemma 6.2) andK(!n(X), n) is (n & 1)-connected, we get a
lacunaryE2-term in bidegrees ((, i) for i 2 n+1—there are only two nonzero
stripes in bidegrees ((, 0) and ((, n). As in the derivation of the Gysin sequence
(Example 1.D) we get short exact sequences

0 % E'
n+1,0 &% E2

n+1,0

dn+1

&&&% E2
0,n &% E'

0,n % 0
0 % E'

n+2,0 &% E2
n+2,0

dn+1

&&&% E2
1,n &% E'

1,n % 0

0 % E'
0,n &% Hn(PnX) &% E'

n,0 % 0

0 % E'
1,n &% Hn+1(PnX) &% E'

n+1,0 % 0

Splicing these together we get

Hn+2(PnX) &% Hn+2(Pn!1X) &% H1(Pn!1X,Hn(K(!n(X), n)))
&% Hn+1(PnX) &% Hn+1(Pn!1X) &% H0(Pn!1X;Hn(K(!n(X), n)))

&% Hn(PnX) &% Hn(Pn!1X) % 0

However, from Proposition 8bis.4 and Theorem 8bis.10 we know that

Hi(Pn!1X;Hn(K(!n, n))) "=
0

(!n(X))$, i = 0,
H1(!,!n(X)), i = 1.

By the definition of a Postnikov tower, we have thatHn(PnX) = Hn(X). Fur-
thermore, Hn(X) &%&%Hn(Pn!1X) because Hn(Pn!1X) = E2

n,0 = E'
n,0.

The lemma follows after we make these substitutions in the exact sequence. +,
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 8bis.23. Suppose that our map
f : X % Y satisfies the conditions Sn. Then f induces a map of Postnikov
towers and by naturality of the short exact sequence of Lemma 8bis.27 we get
a morphism of exact sequences

Hn+1(PnX)

2n. epi

Hn+1(Pn!1X)

*=

(!n(X))$

f!

Hn(X)

2n. *=

Hn(Pn!1X)

*=

0

Hn+1(PnY ) Hn+1(Pn!1Y ) (!n(Y ))$ Hn(Y ) Hn(Pn!1Y ) 0.

The leftmost horizontal map is seen to be an epimorphism by considering the
next stage of the Postnikov tower where we haveHn+1(X) &%&%Hn+1(PnX),
and similarly for Y . Since Hn+1(f) is an epimorphism by 2n, we get the
first vertical epimorphism. By the Five-lemma, (!n(X))$ % (!n(Y ))$ is an
isomorphism. Next consider the other end of the exact sequence:

Hn+2(Pn!1X)

2n. *=

H1(!1(X),!nX) Hn+1(PnX)

2n. epi

Hn+1(Pn!1X)

*=

!n(X)$

f! *=

Hn+2(Pn!1Y ) H1(!1(Y ),!nY ) Hn+1(PnY ) Hn+1(Pn!1Y ) !n(Y )$.

The Five-lemma implies that H1(!1(X),!n(X)) % H1(!1(Y ),!n(Y )) is an
epimorphism. By Lemma 8bis.25 we have that !n(f) induces an isomorphism
between !n(X)/"r$!n(X) and !n(Y )/"r$!n(Y ) for all r and hence induces

an isomorphism /!n(f). Finally we use the remaining conditions of Sn.
There are exact sequences of functors given by

0 % "'!n &% !n &% -!n &% "$'!n % 0

0 % "!n &% !n &% !n/"!n % 0.

The Five-lemma and conditions 3n, 4n, and 5n for !n(f) imply that !n(f) is
an epimorphism.

To prove that !n(f) is a monomorphism, we use 5n, that is, "!n(f) is a
monomorphism. We only need to show that !nX/"!n(X) % !n(Y )/"!n(Y )
is a monomorphism. The lower central series has the property that "r$M .
"r!1
$ M is always strictly decreasing until it becomes stable. This is because
"r$M = "2

$("r!1
$ M). We also know that "M . "r$M for all r. In fact,

this inclusion extends to r, any transfinite ordinal, as follows: If " = $ + 1
are ordinals, then let ")$M = "2

$("#$M); if " is a limit ordinal, let ")$M =,
#<) "

#
$M . It still follows that "M . ")$M for all ordinals ". But the lower

central series always decreases so "M = "*$M for some ordinal *. We have
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shown already that !n(X)/"r$!n(X) % !n(Y )/"r$!n(Y ) is an isomorphism
for finite r. Introducing the limit ordinals, we get an isomorphism for r = %
and the argument of Lemma 8bis.25 works for the higher ordinals. Thus, !n(f)
induces an isomorphism !n(X)/"!n(X) % !n(Y )/"!n(Y ) and so, by the
Five-lemma, !n(f) is a monomorphism. +,

A characterization of nilpotent spaces

In Chapter 4 (Theorem 4.35) we constructed the Postnikov tower of a space
and stated that, for simply-connected spaces, the fibrations in the tower could
be taken to be principal, that is, each pn : PnX &% Pn!1X is a pullback of the
path-loop fibration over the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaceK(!n(X), n+ 1) via a
k-invariant, kn : Pn!1X &% K(!n(X), n + 1):

K(!n(X), n) K(!n(X), n)

PnX

pn

PK(!n(X), n + 1)

Pn!1X
kn

K(!n(X), n + 1).

We next give a proof of this property of simply-connected spaces and generalize
it to nilpotent spaces.

Lemma 8bis.28. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group and let E and B be
spaces of finite type. A fibration K(A,n) '% E

p
&% B is principal if and only

if it is simple, that is, the action of !1(B) onK(A,n) is trivial.

Proof: Let’s assume that p : E &% B is principal and it is pulled back over
a classifying map 0 : B &% K(A,n + 1). The relevant part of the long exact
sequence of homotopy groups may be written

0 !n+1(E) p!

=

!n+1(B) +

=

!n(K(A,n))

=

!n(E) p!

=

!n(B)

=

0

0 !n+1(E) p! !n+1(B)
,!
!n+1(K(A,n + 1)) !n(E) !n(B) 0.

The action of !1(B) on A can be identified in the second row with the action
of the fundamental group of the total space of the fibration 0 on the base space
K(A,n + 1). But this factors through the action of the fundamental group of
K(A,n + 1), which is trivial. Hence, the fibration is simple.
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Suppose next that!1(B) acts trivially onA = Hn(K(A,n)). Consider the
cohomology Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the fibration with coefficients in
the abelian groupA. Then,E0,n

2
"= Hn(K(A,n);A) contains the fundamental

class ı corresponding to the identitymap onK(A,n). SinceK(A,n) is (n&1)-
connected, the first differential to arise on ı is the transgression dn+1, and this
gives a class dn+1(ı) = [0] $ Hn+1(B;A); we can form the pullback over
0 : B % K(A,n + 1). This produces a space E, together with a mapping
g : E % E,. Checking the long exact sequence of homotopy groups, g induces
an isomorphism on homotopy, and so, in the category of spaces of the homotopy
type of CW-complexes of finite type, g is a homotopy equivalence, and p is a
principal fibration. +,

It follows immediately from the lemma that a simply-connected space X
has a Postnikov tower of principal fibrations. For an arbitrary space X , let
{PnX, pn, fn} denote its Postnikov tower. We say that pn : PnX &% Pn!1X
admits a principal refinement if there is a sequence of principal fibrations

PnX = Pn,cX
qc

&% Pn,c!1X
qc"1

&&&% · · ·
q3

&% Pn,2X
q2

&% Pn,1X = Pn!1X

with pn = q2 ) q3 ) · · · ) qc. With this extension of the notion of a principal
fibration, we can now give a characterization of nilpotent spaces.

Theorem 8bis.29.A spaceX is nilpotent if and only if every stage of its Postnikov
tower admits a principal refinement.

Proof: Since each qj is a principal fibration, we can write its classifying
map as 0n,j : Pn,jX &% K(An,j , n + 1). We proceed by induction. By the
properties of a Postnikov tower, !n(Pn,1X) = !n(Pn!1X) = {0} and so
!1(X) acts trivially (hence nilpotently) on !n(Pn,1X). Suppose that !1(X)
acts nilpotently on !n(Pn,j!1X) of nilpotency class 2 j & 1. View the k-
invariant 0n,j as a fibration (up to homotopy) and qj : Pn,jX % Pn,j!1X as
the inclusion of the fibre. By Proposition 8bis.21, !1(X) acts nilpotently on
!n(Pn,jX) of class2 j. By induction, !1(X) acts nilpotently on!n(Pn,cX) "=
!n(PnX) "= !n(X).

Suppose that X is a nilpotent space and ! = !1(B). The lower central
series for !n(X) as a !-module has the form

{0} . "c$!n(X) . "c!1
$ !n(X) . · · · . "2

$!n(X) . !n(X).

By construction each quotient "t$!n(X)/"t+1
$ !n(X) is a trivial !-module.

Consider the fibration pn : PnX % Pn!1X . The homology Leray-Serre spec-
tral sequence (Lemma 8bis.27) for this fibration gives the exact sequence

Hn+1(PnX)
pn!

&&% Hn+1(Pn!1X)
dn+1

&&&% !n(X)/"2
$!n(X) &% · · · .
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Consider the cohomology Leray-Serre spectral sequence with coefficients in
(!nX)$ = !n(X)/"2

$!n(X) for which

Ep,q
2

"= Hp(Pn!1X;Hq(K(!n(X), n); (!n(X))$)).

There is a class 1 $ Hn(K(!n(X), n); (!n(X))$) that represents the quo-
tient !n(X) % (!n(X))$ . This class transgresses to a class [l2] lying in

Hn+1(Pn!1X; (!n(X))$)which representsHn+1(Pn!1X)
dn+1

&&&% (!n(X))$
and for which we take a representative l2 : Pn!1X % K((!n(X))$, n + 1).
Let q2 : Pn,2X % Pn!1X be the pullback of the path-loop fibration over l2
and let u2 : PnX &% Pn,2X be a lifting of pn through Pn,2X . Such a lifting
exists because l2 ) pn * (.

We can modify u2 to be a fibration and consider a portion of the homotopy
exact sequences

"2
$!n(X)

*= !n(fibre(u2))

0 !n(X) !n(PnX) pn!

u2!

!n(Pn!1X) · · ·

0 (!n(X))$ *= !N (Pn,2X)
l2!

!n(Pn!1X) · · · .

From this diagram we see that the fibre of u2 isK("2
$!n(X), n). If we repeat

this construction with u2 replacing pn, then we get a space Pn,3X together
with a principal fibration q3 : Pn,3X &% Pn,2X . Continuing in this way, if X
is nilpotent, we eventually get to "c+1

$ !n(X) = {0} and the process stops with
uc = qc and pn refined by principal fibrations. +,

The sequence of k-invariants that a tower of principal fibrations admitsmay
be applied to many problems in classical homotopy theory. For example, the k-
invariants are the data for classical obstruction arguments. Another application
was introduced by [Sullivan71] in his work on the Adams conjecture. [Serre53]
showed, in his development of classes of abelian groups, that homotopy theory
can become simpler when viewed one prime at a time. Making this notion
topological rather than algebraic is the goal of localization at a prime. To
localize a spaceX at a prime p, first consider the ring of integers localized at
the prime p, denoted p, and given by the subring of of fractions a/b with
b relatively prime to p. The functor on abelian groups, A '% A - p, is called
localization at the prime p; it eliminates all torsion prime to p and so leaves
only the p-primary data. This functor can be extended to spaces by modifying
the refinement of the Postnikov tower by composing the classifying maps 0n,j
with the mapping induced by the localization,K(An,j , n) % K(An,j - p, n),
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and then pulling back carefully. The resulting space Xp has homotopy groups
!n(Xp) "= !n(X)- p and integral homologygroupsHn(Xp) "= Hn(X)- p.

Later in the chapter, we will present an alternate construction of the local-
ization of a space, due to [Bousfield-Kan72] and carried out simplicially.

Convergence of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence4N
Theorem 8bis.23, the generalized Whitehead theorem, illustrates how the

nilpotence condition can control the effect of the fundamental group. The rela-
tions between the homotopy groups of a space and their nilpotent completions
provide the data for measuring the departure from the simply-connected case of
the Whitehead theorem. Another naive situation in which simple connectivity
plays a role is the convergence of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. The
goal of this section is to prove the following result of [Dwyer74] that shows
how the nilpotence of a certain action of the fundamental group is decisive in
generalizing the naive convergence criterion.

Theorem 8bis.30.SupposeF '% E
p

&% B is a fibrationwith all spaces connected,
andA is an abelian group. Then the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for the
fibre of p converges strongly to H#(F ;A) if and only if !1(B) acts nilpotently
on Hi(F ;A) for all i # 0.

Following [Rector71] (§8.3) we associate to the pullback data X
f

&% B
p

5& E
the cosimplicial space (the geometric cobar construction) G•(X,B,E) where
Gn(X,B,E) = X ! B"n ! E for n # 0 and with coface and codegeneracy
maps given by

di(x, b1, . . . , bn, e) =

&
'(

')

(x, f(x), b1, . . . , bn, e) i = 0,
(x, b1, . . . , bi, bi, . . . , bn, e) 1 2 i 2 n,

(x, b1, . . . , bn, p(e), e) i = n + 1.

sj(x, b1, . . . , bn, e) = (x, b1, . . . , /bi+1, . . . , bn, e), 0 2 i 2 n & 1.

In this discussion we take all spaces involved to be simplicial sets. Thus
G•(X,B,E) is a cosimplicial simplicial set. We explore the combinatorial
structure of such an object in what follows.

Let A denote an abelian group and X , a simplicial set (§4.2). Then we
define the simplicial abelian group A - X by (A - X)n =

1
x&Xn

A, for
n # 0, with face and degeneracy maps induced by the maps on the generators
and extended to be A-linear. It follows that !#(A - X) "= H#(X;A) and
problems concerning homology become open to homotopy methods.

In homological algebra, the basic datum of a resolution of a module M
is the augmentation F•

(
&% M % 0. We can view a cosimplicial space Y • as
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a kind of resolution (for example, when constructed from a triple; [Bousfield-
Kan72, I,§5]). We consider all possible augmentations of Y •, that is, maps
2 : Z % Y 0 satisfying d0 ) 2 = d1 ) 2. Themaximal augmentation associated
to Y • is the subspace aY • of Y 0 that gives the equalizer (as simplicial sets)
of the coface mappings d0, d1 : Y 0 % Y 1. In detail, the space aY • is given
by aY • = {y $ Y 0 | d0(y) = d1(y)}. The maximal augmentation has the
following characterization in the category of cosimplicial spaces.

Lemma 8bis.31. The maximal augmentation aY • of a cosimplicial space Y •

is the simplicial set CoSimp((, Y •) of cosimplicial maps from the constant
cosimplicial space (.

We leave the proof of the lemma to the reader. TheHom-set of cosimplicial
maps betweenX• and Y •, CoSimp(X•, Y •), has the structure of a simplicial
set with n-simplices given by the cosimplicial maps #[n] ! X• % Y •. Here
#[n]• denotes the standard simplicial n-simplex, whose s-simplices are given
by

#[n]s = {6x0, x1, . . . , xs7 | 0 2 x0 2 x1 2 · · · 2 xs 2 n}.
The face and degeneracymaps onCoSimp(X•, Y •) are induced by the standard
maps. The inclusions/i : #[n] % #[n + 1] are givenby/i(6x0, x1, . . . , xs7) =
6X0, X1, . . . , Xs7, where Xj = xj , if j < i, and Xj = xj + 1, if j # i. The

facemapping is given bydi : #[n]!X• (i"1
&&&%#[n+1]!X• % Y •. The degen-

eracy maps are defined by the combinatorial collapse onto the jth face, namely
.j : #[n] % #[n & 1], given by .j(6x0, x1, . . . , xs7) = 6X0, X1, . . . , Xs7,

whereXl = xl, if l < j, andXl = xl &1, if l # j. Thus sj : #[n]!X•
'j"1

&&&%
#[n & 1] ! X• % Y •.

A desirable property of resolutions is homotopy invariance. For cosim-
plicial spaces, we want a similar property—if f : Y • % Z• is a morphism of
cosimplicial spaces that satisfies the condition that f : Y n % Zn is a homotopy
equivalence of simplicial sets for alln, then f ought to induce a homotopy equiv-
alence of maximal augmentations. However, this is too much to ask for. The fix
for this desideratum is to replace the construction of the maximal augmentation
with one that is more robust homotopically.

Definition 8bis.32. Given a cosimplicial space Y •, let Tot(Y •) denote the sim-
plicial setCoSimp(#•, Y •)where#• denotes the cosimplicial spacewith#[n]
at leveln and coface and codegeneracy mappings induced by the canonical face
inclusions, /i, and projections, .j , respectively.

This functor was introduced by [Bousfield-Kan72] and forms the basis for
their study of localization and completion. Tot(Y •) can be built up canoni-
cally from a tower of fibrations. Let #•(s) denote the s-skeleton of the cosim-
plicial space #•, that is, at level n, one takes the s-skeleton of #[n]. Define
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Tots(Y •) = CoSimp(#•(s), Y •). The cofibrations #•(s) % #•(s+1) in-
duce fibrationsTots+1(Y •) % Tots(Y •), whose inverse limit isTot'(Y •) =
Tot(Y •). Notice thatTot0(Y •) = Y 0, and if 2 : Z % Y • is any augmentation,
then 2 induces a mapping Z % Tots(Y •), for all s 2 8.

A tower of fibrations gives rise to an exact couple based on the long exact
sequences of homotopy groups. The E1-term is determined by the homo-
topy groups of the fibres of Tots % Tots!1. A typical fibre takes the form
!s((NY •)s)where (NY •)smaybewritten asY s/ker s0/· · ·/ker ss!1when
the simplicial sets at each level of Y • are fibrant (that is, Y n % ( is a fibration
for all n). It follows from the grading for the exact couple that this is a second
quadrant spectral sequence. There are general conditions for its strong con-
vergence to !#(Tot(Y •)) (see [Bousfield-Kan72, IX, §5]). We will obtain the
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in thismanner by taking the homotopy spec-
tral sequence associated to the tower of fibrations {Tots(A - G•(X,B,E))}.

In the category of cosimplicial spaces we find the usual notions of homo-
topy theory such as fibrations, cofibrations, and homotopy equivalences. The
case of interest is the following diagram depicting a fibration of cosimplicial
spaces along with an augmenting fibration of spaces:

F - G•((, B,E)

E -

p

G•(B,B,E)

q

B = B.

Here B denotes the constant cosimplicial space with B at all levels and the
identity map for all coface and codegeneracy maps. The maps forG•(B,B,E)
are given by id : B &% B 5& E : p. The mapping q is given by first projection
off the product B ! B"n ! E. Thus, at each level, we have a trivial fibration
and so !1(B) acts trivially on each fibre Gn((, B,E). We next show that the
action of!1(B) onHi(F ;A) is compatible via the augmentationwith this trivial
action.

Proposition 8bis.33. The augmentation map 2 : F % ( ! E = G0((, B,E) in-
duces a!1(B)-equivariant homomorphism 2# : H#(F ;A) % H#(E;A), where
!1(B) acts trivially on H#(E;A)

Proof: We argue with spaces and lifting functions as in §4.3. The simplicial
versions of these structures canbe found in [May67]. Thepullback spaces for the
fibrations p and q are given by !p = {(&, e) | & $ WB, e $ E,&(0) = p(e)},
and !q = {(&, b, e) | & $ WB, (b, e) $ B !E,&(0) = b}. The augmentation
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maps induce a mapping between these pullbacks !p % !q, given explicitly by
(&, e) '% (&, p(e), e). This gives rise to the diagram

!B ! F !p
" WE

ev1 F

!B ! (( ! E) !q
"# W (B ! E) ev1

(( ! E).

As described in §4.3, the lifting function for the trivial fibration is given by
$$(&, b, e) = (&, ce), where ce denotes the constant path at e. Since the action of
!1(B) is induced by these composites, compatibility of the actions is equivalent
to the homotopy commutativity of this diagram. LetH : !B!F !I % ((!E)
be given byH((%, y), t) = ((,$(%, y)(t)). ThenH makes the leftmost square
commute up to homotopy and so proves the proposition. +,

The fibration of cosimplicial spaces G•((, B,E) % G•(B,B,E) % B
provides control of the !1(B)-action in the tower of fibrations that give rise to
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence.

Lemma 8bis.34. For all i # 1, !i(Tots(A-G•((, B,E))) is a nilpotent !1(B)-
module.

Proof: We prove this by induction over s. When s = 0, we have the trivial
fibration E % B ! E % B that describes the 0-level of the fibration of
cosimplicial spaces. Thus !1(B) acts trivially on !i(Tot0(A-G•((, B,E))).

By induction we consider the fibration

Totn(A - G•((, B,E)) % Totn!1(A - G•((, B,E)).

[Bousfield-Kan72, X, §6] give an explicit expression for the fibre of this fibra-
tion from which we deduce its structure as a !1(B)-module. To wit, the fibre of
Totn(Y •) % Totn!1(Y •), for any cosimplicial space Y •, is given by the func-
tion spaceHom((Sn, (), (NY n, ())whereNY n = ker(Y n

s
&% Mn!1Y •) and

Mn!1Y • is the (n&1)st matching space consisting of simplices in (Y n!1)"n,
written (x0, . . . , xn!1), that satisfy sixj = sj!1xi whenever 0 2 i < j 2
n & 1. The mapping s : Y n % Mn!1Y • is given by y '% (s0y, . . . , sn!1y).
In the case of a cosimplicial simplicial abelian group, the homotopy groups of
the fibre may be written

!i(fibre(Totn(Y •) % Totn!1(Y •))) "= !i+n(NY n)
= !i+n(Y n) / ker s0 / · · · / ker sn!1.

When Y • = A - G•((, B,E), the homotopy groups of the fibre have
a !1(B)-action inherited from the inclusion into A - Gn((, B,E). However,
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!i+n(A-Gn((, B,E)) is a trivial!1(B)-module, and so then are the homotopy
groups of the fibre of Totn(Y •) % Totn!1(Y •). By induction, we assume
that the groups !j(Totn!1(A - G((, B,E))) are nilpotent !1(B)-modules.
The long exact sequence of homotopy groups for the fibration Totn(Y •) %
Totn!1(Y •) and the triviality of the !1(B)-action on the homotopy groups of
the fibre complete the induction. +,

From the lemma we can deduce half of the proof of Theorem 8bis.30.
Suppose that the spectral sequence converges strongly toH#(F ;A). Then there
is a filtration of Hi(F ;A) for each i with E'

p,i!p isomorphic to the associated
graded group to this filtration. Strong convergence implies that the direct limit
of the sequence
· · · % !i(A-Tots(A-G•((, B,E))) % !i(Tots!1(A-G•((, B,E))) % · · ·
vanishes and so there is an injection

E'
p,# % Rp =

2
r
im(!#(Totp+r(A - G•) % Totp(A - G•))

. !#(Totp(A - G•((, B,E))).

It follows that eachE'
p,# is a nilpotent !1(B)-module. Strong convergence also

implies that the nonzero !1(B)-modules E'
p,i!p are finite in number. Arguing

inductively using Corollary 8bis.19 we have proved thatHi(F ;A) is a nilpotent
!1(B)-module.

To prove the other half of Theorem 8bis.30 we use the towers of fibrations
that arise from the application of the functor Tots to the cosimplicial fibration
G•((, B,E) % G•(B,B,E) % B. The augmentation from the fibration p
may be depicted in the diagram:

F - Tot0 G•((, B,E) Tot1 G•((, B,E) · · · TotG•((, B,E)

E - Tot0 G•(B,B,E) Tot1 G•(B,B,E) · · · TotG•(B,B,E)

B = B B= · · ·= B.=

Lemma 8bis.35. Tot(G•(B,B,E)) * E.

Proof: The projection off the last coordinateGn(B,B,E) % E provides an
inverse to the augmentation E % G•(B,B,E). +,

It follows that we can compare the augmentation fibration with the limit
fibration. The nilpotency condition plays a role in the following proposition
that is a form of the Zeeman comparison theorem. The proposition was known
in the early 1970’s—it is stated explicitly by [Hilton-Roitberg76].
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Proposition 8bis.36. Suppose F '% E % B and F $ '% E$ % B are fibrations
with B connected, and f : E % E$ is a map over B inducing an isomorphism
on homology. If !1(B) acts nilpotently onHi(F ) and onHi(F $), for all i, then
f | : F % F $ induces an isomorphism on homology.

Proof: We proceed by induction on the degree i ofHi(f |). In the case i = 0,
H0(f) = H0(f |) because B is connected.

SupposeHi(f |) is an isomorphism for 0 2 i 2 n&1. This implies that the
E2-terms of the associated Leray-Serre spectral sequences are isomorphic in
bidegrees ((, i) for i 2 n&1. We consider the morphism of spectral sequences
in bidegrees (0, n) and (1, n), where we have E2

0,n
"= H0(B,Hn(F )) %

H0(B,Hn(F $)) "= E$2
0,n. By Proposition 8bis.4,

H0(B,Hn(F )) "= H0(!, Hn(F )) = (Hn(F ))$,

where ! = !1(B). By Theorem 8bis.11, E2
1,n

"= H1(!, Hn(F )). On the
vertical edge of the spectral sequence the map of spectral sequences gives

E2
0,n E3

0,n · · · En+1
0,n

*=

= E'
0,n

E$2
0,n E$3

0,n · · · E$n+1
0,n = E$'

0,n.

Since theE2-terms are isomorphic in bidegrees ((, i) for i 2 n&1, the differen-
tials arising tomake the successive epimorphisms along the vertical edges are the
same in each spectral sequence and so we conclude that H0(!, Hn(F )) is iso-
morphic toH0(!, Hn(F $)) viaHn(f |). Similarly, we find thatH1(!, Hn(F ))
maps onto H1(!, Hn(F $)) via Hn(f |). Theorem 8bis.16 implies that Hn(F )
is isomorphic to Hn(F $), and the inductive step follows. +,

The second half of the proof of the Theorem 8bis.30 follows because the
homotopy spectral sequence for the tower of fibration {Tots(A-G•((, B,E))}
converges to !#(Tot(A - G•((, B,E))). Proposition 8bis.36 implies that
!#(Tot(A - G•((, B,E))) "= H#(F ;A).

Theorem 8bis.30 has been extended to connective generalized homology
theories ([Bousfield87]), nonconnected bases B ([Dror-Farjoun–Smith, J90], a
useful case when dealing with function spaces) and to pullback fibre squares

with data X
f

&% B
p

5& Y for which the set !0(X) !$0(B) !0(Y ) is finite and,
for all y $ Y , !1(B, p(y)) acts nilpotently on H#((Y )y) where (Y )y denotes
the component of Y containing y ([Shipley96]).

The development of convergence criteria for the Eilenberg-Moore spectral
sequence is, in fact, a spinoff of the investigation of the general convergence
properties of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence.
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Theorem 8bis.37.Givenafibrant, pointed, cosimplicial spaceY •, there is a spec-
tral sequence associated to the tower of fibrations {Totn(Y •) % Totn!1(Y •)}
with

Es,t
1 (Y •) "= !t(Y s) / ker s0 / · · · / ker ss!1, t # s # 0

and converging under favorable conditions to !#(Tot(Y •)).

General results indicating favorable conditions were obtained by [Bousfield87],
[Shipley96], and [Goodwillie98]. The fundamental example introduced by
[Bousfield-Kan72] is the cosimplicial space associated to the completion of a
space with respect to a ring R.

The R-completion of a pointed space (X,x0) is obtained by applying
the totalization functor, Tot, to the cosimplicial space R•X obtained from the
triple {R,+,,} as follows: If (X,x0) is a pointed simplicial set, then define
the simplicial R-module RX by (RX)n = R - Xn/R - x0. The natural
transformation +X : X % RX is defined by x '% [1 - x], and the natural
transformation ,X : R2X % RX is given by [r - [s - x]] '% [rs - x]. The
R-completion of X is defined by

R'X = Tot(R•X) = Hom(#•, R•X),

where RkX = R(Rk!1X) and R0X = RX . The cosimplicial structure is
based on the natural transformations + and,, with the coface and codegeneracy
maps given by

di : RkX % Rk+1X, di = Ri(+Rk"iX),
sj : RkX % Rk!1X, sj = Rj(,Rk"jX).

It follows from the properties of Tot that R'X is the inverse limit of a tower
of fibrations RsX % Rs!1X where RsX = Tots(R•X). This tower of
fibrations is augmented by a family of mappings fs : X % RsX and it leads to
the spectral sequence of [Bousfield-Kan72].

When R is a subring of , then, one can prove that, for some set P of
primes,

R = P = {a/b $ | p b, for all p $ P}.

The R-completion of a nilpotent space (X,x0) coincides in this case with its
P -localization ([Bousfield-Kan72, V, §4]). Thus (co)simplicial techniques
generalize the localization construction via Postnikov towers of [Sullivan71] to
general rings. The basic algebraic condition on the ringR that guarantees good
completion properties is thatR be solid, that is, the multiplication onR induces
an isomorphism R - R % R.

When f'# : H̃#(X;R) &% H̃#(R'X;R) is an isomorphism, then we
say that X is R-good. For R-good spaces the R-completion, f' : X %
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R'X , enjoys certain universal properties. For example, a mapping f : X %
Y induces an isomorphism H#(f) : H#(X;R) % H#(Y ;R) if and only if
R'f : R'X % R'Y is a homotopy equivalence ([Bousfield-Kan72, I.5.5]).
However, there are spaces that are notR-good—for example, an infinite wedge
of circles is not -good. Nilpotent spaces are -good. With this language
we can describe the solution to the natural question—what is the target of the
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in general? [Dwyer75] found the answer
for the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated to the fibre of a fibration
p : E % B: The spectral sequence converges to the homology of the nilpotent
completion of the fibration, that is, to H#(F̃ ;R), where F̃ is the fibre of the
fibration R'p : R'E % R'B.

Completion and localization constructions have become fundamental in
homotopy theory and a complete exposition of these ideas would take us too
far afield. Nice expositions of this circle of ideas may be found in [Sul-
livan71], [Mimura-Nishida-Toda71], [Hilton75], [Hilton-Mislin-Roitberg75],
and [Arkowitz76]. The most complete exposition of these ideas is the work of
[Bousfield-Kan72].

A consequence of the cosimplicial construction of the R-completion is a
result of [Dror73] that shows the extent to which nilpotent spaces approximate
general homotopy types. To state preciselywhat sort of approximationwemean,
we compare a connected spaceX with the associated tower of fibrations{RsX}.
By the definition of Tots, we have the augmentation mappings fs : X % RsX
for all s # 0 and these mappings are compatible with the sequence of fibrations
Rs+1X % RsX . Thus the mappings {fs} determine a mapping of towers of
spaces {X} % {RsX}.

A tower of groups {Gs} is a sequence of homomorphismsGs+1 % Gs for
s # 0. A homomorphism of towers of groups, 3 : {Gs} % {Hs}, is a sequence
of group homomorphisms 3s : Gs % Hs, compatible with the tower mappings.
The natural maps fs : X % RsX determine, for each i # 0, a homomorphism
of towers of groups f# : {Hi(X;R)} % {Hi(RsX;R)}.

Definition 8bis.38. A homomorphism of towers of groups, 3 : {Gs} % {Hs}, is
a pro-isomorphism if, for any group A, 3 induces an isomorphism

3# : lim
+

HomGrp(Hs, A) % lim
+

HomGrp(Gs, A).

We leave it as an exercise to show that 3 : {Gs} % {Hs} is a pro-
isomorphism if and only if, for each t # 0, there is a value t$ # t and a
homomorphism ut : Ht# % Gt such that the following diagram commutes:

Gt#
.t#

pG
t#,t

Ht#

pH
t#,t

ut

Gt .t
Ht.
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Here pGt#,t denotes the composition Gt# % Gt#!1 % · · ·Gt+1 % Gt and
likewise for pHt#,t. We also leave it to the reader to show that a pro-isomorphism
induces an isomorphism of limits:

3 : lim
(s

Gs
"= lim

(s
Hs and 3 : lim

(s

1Gs
"= lim

(s

1Hs.

We say that a pointed space (X,x0) is R-nilpotent if X is nilpotent and,
for each n # 1, there is a central series of !1(X,x0)-modules

!n(X,x0) = M1 9 M2 9 · · · 9 Mc!1 9 Mc 9 Mc+1 = {0},

for which each subquotient Mj/Mj+1 is a trivial !1(X,x0)-module and an
R-module. A space is nilpotent when it is -nilpotent.

Proposition 8bis.39. For an arbitrary connected, pointed space (X,x0), the
spaces RsX = Tots(R•X) are R-nilpotent for all s # 0. Furthermore, the
natural maps fs : X % RsX induce, for all i # 1, a pro-isomorphism of towers
of homology groups f# : {Hi(X;R)} % {Hi(RsX;R)}.

Sketch of a proof: The space RX is R-nilpotent since it is an H-space
and an R-module. According to [Bousfield-Kan72, III.5.5], if p : E % B is
a principal fibration with connected fibre F and any two of E, B, and F are
R-nilpotent, then so is the third. Their Proposition II.2.5 asserts that RsX %
Rs!1X is a principal fibration with fibre a connected simplicial R-module.
Thus the spaces RsX are R-nilpotent for all s # 0.

To establish that we have a homology pro-isomorphism, we observe that
Hk(X;R) "= !k(RX, x0) and sowecan compare the tower of homotopygroups
{!k(RX, x0)} with {!k(RRsX,x0)}. When comparing the spaces RX and
RRsX , we have a triple structure available and hence mappings

+ : RX : RRsX : , with ,+ = id .

[Dror73] interpolates a condition that implies that a pro-isomorphism on ho-
motopy is induced by {RX} % {RRsX}, namely, that the map of towers
{RnX} % {RsRnX} induce a pro-isomorphism. He then uses the conver-
gence of the homotopy spectral sequence associated to the tower {RsX} to
obtain the pro-isomorphism {Hk(X;R)} % {Hk(RsX;R)} for k # 1. +,

It follows from the proposition that every connected, pointed homotopy
type may represented by a tower of R-nilpotent spaces, up to homology equiv-
alence. This approximation is analogous to the Stone-Weierstrass theorem:
Every homotopy type (continuous function) may be represented by a tower
of R-nilpotent spaces (a sequence of polynomials) such that H̃#(X;R) "=
lim
(s

H̃#(RsX;R) (limits agree). To study whether a space is R-good, we can

focus on the relation between lim
(s

H̃#(RsX;R) and H̃#(R'X;R).
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Exercises

8bis.1. Show that !1( P 2n) acts nonnilpotently on !2n( P 2n).

8bis.2. Show that the action #E,F
n : !1(E, e) ! !n(F, e) % !n(F, e) is well-

defined and that i# : !n(F, e) % !n(E, e) is a !1(E, e)-module homomorphism.

8bis.3. Suppose thatM is a module over a group !. Show that the coinvariantsM$

is the largest quotient ofM on which ! acts trivially. Show directly that the functor
M '% M$ is right exact.

8bis.4. Let ! denote the cyclic group of orderm, with generator t $ !. Show that
the complex

· · · % Wn % · · · % W2

N
&% W1

T
&% W0

(
&% % 0

is a resolution of over !, whereWk the free !-module on a single generator
wk and boundary homomorphisms T : W2n+1 % W2n given by T (w2n+1) =
tw2n & w2n and N : W2n % W2n!1 given by N(w2n) = w2n!1 + tw2n!1 +
· · · + tm!1w2n!1.

8bis.5. Suppose that ! is a finitely generated group. Show thatHi(!,M) is finitely
generated wheneverM is finitely generated over ! and i # 0.

8bis.6. Prove directly thatH1(!) "= !/[!,!].

8bis.7. Prove Theorem 8bis.11.

8bis.8. Suppose that 1 % H % ! % Q % 1 is an extension of groups. Complete
the proof of Theorem 8bis.14 by showing that theQ-coinvariants of the conjugation
action onH/[H,H] are given byH/[!, H].

8bis.9. Suppose that 1 % R % F % ! % 1 is a presentation of the fundamental
group ! = !1(X) of a spaceX , where F andR are free groups. Prove the classic
result ofHopf thatH2(X)/h#(!2(X)) "= R/[F, F ]/[F,R]whereh# : !2(X) %
H2(X) denotes the Hurewicz homomorphism.

8bis.10. Suppose that 1 % H % ! % Q % 1 is a central extension, that is, H
maps to a subgroup of the center of !. Show that there is an exact sequence:

H2(!) % H2(Q) % H % H1(!) % H1(Q) % 0.

8bis.11. Prove Corollary 8bis.19.

8bis.12. Suppose thatF '% E
p

&%B is a fibration of connected spaces. Suppose that
E is nilpotent. Show that !1(F ) acts nilpotently on itself by conjugation.

8bis.13. Suppose ! acts nilpotently onM and H0(!,M) = {0}. Conclude that
M = {0}.
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8bis.14. The functor " associates to a !-module the submodule "M generated by
the union of the family of all perfect submodules ofM , that is, submodulesN with
N = "2

$N . Show that "M is also perfect and that it is the maximal !-perfect
submodule ofM . Show that "M . "n$M for all n.

8bis.15. Show that "n$M = "n+1
$ M implies that "n$M = "n+k

$ M for all k # 0.
Thus the lower central series is a sequence of proper inclusions until it stablilizes.

8bis.16. Show that all nilpotent spaces are !-complete.

8bis.17. Show that the maximal augmentation of a cosimplicial space Y • is given
by aY • = CoSimp((, Y •).

8bis.18. If R . is a subring of , then show that there is a set of primes P
(possibly empty) for which R = P .

8bis.19. Show that a homomorphism of towers of groups, 3 : {Gs} % {Hs}, is
a pro-isomorphism if and only if, for each t # 0, there is a value t$ # t and a
homomorphism ut : Ht# % Gt such that the following diagram commutes:

Gt#
.t#

pG
t#,t

Ht#

pH
t#,t

ut

Gt .t
Ht.

Show further that a pro-isomorphism induces an isomorphism of limits:

3 : lim
(s

Gs
"= lim

(s
Hs and 3 : lim

(s

1Gs
"= lim

(s

1Hs.


